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Welcome to Stately Academy, a school which is just crawling with mysteries to be solved! The founder of
the school left many clues and puzzles to challenge his enterprising students. Using their wits and their
growing prowess with coding, Hopper and her friend Eni are going to solve the mystery of Stately Academy
no matter what it takes!

From graphic novel superstar (and high school computer programming teacher) Gene Luen Yang comes
Secret Coders, a wildly entertaining new series that combines logic puzzles and basic programming
instruction with a page-turning mystery plot!
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From reader reviews:

Steven Zakrzewski:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With studying you can get a lot
of information that could give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire all their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the ability
about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your sons or
daughters, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write with their book. One of them is this
Secret Coders.

Lois Maestas:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled
Secret Coders the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe not
known for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a book then become
one web form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get just before. The Secret Coders
giving you yet another experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful data for your
better life on this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind
will probably be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try
this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Ernest Keeler:

You may spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Secret Coders is simple to deliver you can
read it in the area, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the actual book in
your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Patricia Meyer:

On this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need to do is
just spending your time not very much but quite enough to have a look at some books. On the list of books in
the top list in your reading list is definitely Secret Coders. This book and that is qualified as The Hungry
Slopes can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this book you can get
many advantages.
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